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ABSTRACT
A major goal in epigenetics is understanding how cells differentiate into different cell types. Besides the increase
of individual data sets, the amount of replicated experiments generating a tremendous amount of data is ever
increasing. While biologists primarily analyze their data on the highest level using statistical correlations or on the
lowest level analyzing nucleotide sequences, determining the fate of histone modifications during cell specification
necessitates improved analysis capabilities on one or more intermediate levels. For this type of analysis, it proved to
be very useful to use tiled binned scatter plot matrices showing binary relationships or to use tiled binned 3D scatter
plots showing ternary relationships. Quarternary or general n-ary relationships are not easily analyzable using
visualization techniques like scatter plots, only. Therefore, we augmented existing clustering methods with the
tiling and binning idea enabling the analysis of n-ary relationships. Analyzing the changes of histone modifications
comparing two cell lines using tiled binned clustering, we found new, unknown relations in the data.
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INTRODUCTION

Moreover, Zeckzer et al. proposed tiled binned scatter
plot matrices (TiBi-SPLOM) [28] and tiled binned 3D
scatter plots (TiBi-3D) [27] fostering analyzing the
fate of epigenetic marks during differentiation. While
our previous approaches [23, 27, 28] provide effective
and efficient visualizations of histone modification data
supporting these intermediate level analyses, there is
still room for improvements.

Epigenetics, “The study of heritable changes in gene
expression that are not mediated at the DNA sequence
level” [5] is a very important research area. As part of
epigenetics, researcher study histone modifications. Histone modifications are important for the development
of the cells regulating the transcription states of genes
and thereby their overall expression patterns. The evolution of certain histone modifications plays an important role during the differentiation of cells, e.g., from
embryonic stem cells to embryonic fibroblasts or to
neural progenitor cells [23, 27, 28].

To go beyond binary and ternary relationship analyses
supported by these approaches and thus supporting general n-ary relationship analysis, we propose tiled binned
clustering. The results of this processing step are then
displayed using TiBi-3D-like visualizations. Using visualizations based on TiBi-SPLOM could be used as an
alternative but are not yet implemented.

In order to analyze this fate of histone modifications,
one or more intermediate levels of data analysis
are needed that go beyond the high-level statistical
correlations and the low-level sequence-level analyses.
Steiner et al. [23] proposed a visualization based on
self-organizing maps (SOMs) on an intermediate level.

Concretely, the contributions of this paper are:
• Visual Analysis
– A tiled binned clustering method that together
with an adapted tiled binned 3D scatter plot fosters analyzing n-ary relations on histone modification data.
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the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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– A complete work flow from the raw data to the final visualization and interaction implemented in
TiBi-Cluster.
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• Biology
– Comparison of 6 histone modifications between
mesendodermal cells and mesenchymal stem
cells based on data from the NIH Roadmap
Epigenomics project [20].

2 BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Data Sets

(a) Example of the binary code resulting from segmentating the reference cell line (or reference cell type) based on 3 histone modifications (marks). The Binary Code represents the type of modification
pattern present in the chromatin segment (here: 8 different codes).

As data sets, we chose mono-, di-, and trimethylation
of histone H3 at lysine K4 (H3K4me1, H3K4me2,
H3K4me3), acetylation and trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine K27 (H3K27ac, H3K27me3),
and trimethylation at histone H3 at lysine K36
(H3K36me3). Those data sets are available on the
NIH Roadmap Epigenomics project’s web portal
(http://egg2.wustl.edu/, Release 9) [20]. The
first three modifications are associated with enhancers
and transcription. H3K4me1 is found at enhancers in
the promoter regions. It is associated with silencing
and even demarcates H3K4me3 [4]. H3K4me2 is a
mark for transcription factor binding sites and increases
the binding of transcription factors to their binding
site. H3K4me3 is found at promotors and enhances
the binding of the polymerase complex. Acetylation
at H3K27 changes the charge of the histone, and
thus, leads to an open chromatin formation enabling
transcription. It is furthermore found with H3K4me2
at transcription factor binding sites. H3K27me3 is a
mark indicating repressed transcription. H3K36me3 is
known to enrich at splice sites. In this way, it indicates
not only active transcription but also splicing events at
specific splice sites.

2.2

(b) Example of the additional data annotation based on the segmentation of the reference data. The vectors represent the type of modification pattern present in this segment relative to the reference. The
same three histone modifications for a different cell type are used
here.

Figure 1: Overview of the two-stage segmentation procedure: Segmentation of the reference data and annotation of the additional data.
Based on these peak calls we calculated a whole
genome segmentation. This method was described in
detail by Steiner et al. [23]. During this process, all
peaks are projected onto the genome (see Figure 1(a)).
Nucleotide sequences with the same combination of
peaks from different histone modifications as well
as nucleotide sequences without any peaks are the
segments. The approximated length of DNA wrapped
around a histone complex together with the linker
between two of them is approximately 200 nucleotides.
As shorter segments are most likely noise, they are
discarded during segmentation.

Preprocessing

To measure those epigenetic marks between multiple
cell types and cell lines, ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing) is performed for every replicate. The results of this procedure consist of billions
of short DNA sequences distributed over the whole
genome marking the associated histone. We downloaded the raw data of these ChIP-seq experiments.
During the next step, the data is mapped against the
human reference genome version hg19 with the mapper
segemehl [11] with 80% accuracy. Afterwards, we used
the Picard Tools [1] to remove PCR duplicates. These
steps result in the short DNA sequences being annotated
to specific regions in the human genome. As ChIP-seq
data contains small errors and some DNA sequences are
falsely aligned to regions within the genome, only the
significant peaks within the genome-wide distribution
of the mapped DNA sequences are treated as a valid histone modification mark (the method being applied is
called ‘peak-calling’). We used the peak-caller Sierra
Platinum [18] to extract those significant regions having support by multiple replicates.

The generated segments are described by their location
using a unique identifier. Besides this identifier, each
segment stores a multi-dimensional data vector. The
first data column contains the code from the reference
cell type used during segmentation (see Figure 1(a)). In
our case, the histone modification peaks for H3K4me1,
H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, H3K27me3, and
H3K36me3 of the mesendodermal stem cells were
used. The subsequent columns contain the overlap
of each histone modification for all other cell types
(Figure 1(b)). In our case, six columns are created overlapping the histone modification peaks for H3K4me1,
H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, H3K27me3, and
H3K36me3 of the mesenchymal stem cells with the
previously created segments. Furthermore, the CG
(cytosine-guanine dinucleotide) density and the length
of each segment are stored in each segment. This
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mesenchymal stem cells arise from the mesendodermal
cells and changes of histone marks indicate variances
due to cell differentiation. The segmentation results in
1,419,149 data points.
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niques and scatter plot matrices. The data obtained after tiled-binned clustering (and also after tiling and binning alone) falls exactly into the latter category, namely
grid data, where—according to Sedlmair et al. [22]—
3D scatter plots outperform their 2D counterparts.

RELATED WORK

4

Due to size of the available data set, the visualization
of chromatin data is mainly based on two approaches:
a coarse grained high level analysis and a low level
analysis at single gene level. The high level analysis
is supported by heatmaps that can visualize the correlations between multiple modifications over the whole
genome (used by e.g., Kuang et al. [15]). It is possible to visualize correlations between functional groups
of the genome either for multiple modifications at a
single point in time or for a single cell type, or for
a single modification at multiple points in time or for
multiple cell types. The low level analysis can be supported by using a genome browser like WashU [29] or
UCSC [14]. A genome browser annotates data tracks
linearly to a specific genomic region based on the chromosome positions. With these tracks it is possible to
analyze multiple modifications, time points, and cell
types within a single visualization but only for a limited region. The comparison between these regions is
left to the expert and is tedious. Both visualization techniques do not provide a semi-global trend analysis that
supports both the comparison between multiple modifications, and multiple time points or multiple cell types.

4.1

TASK AND GOALS
Task

The task of the analyst—biologist or bioinformatician—
comprises the analysis of the fate of histone modifications. The underlying data consists of 105 − 107 data
points (genome segments) with multiple dimensions
per cell type (in our case: 6 different histone modifications for mesendodermal cells and mesenchymal
stem cells, respectively) and additional dimensions
characterizing the segments (here: CG density and segment length). Visualization and interaction facilities as
well as the methodology for creating the visualization
are developed such that the analyst is supported in
creating and verifying hypotheses as well as in gaining
additional insights into the changes in epigenetic marks
during cell differentiation. Creating hypotheses and
gaining additional information are exploratory tasks
that are complemented by the verification task.

4.2

Goals

The major goal of this methodology including the visualization and the interaction facilities is supporting
the analyst in performing the task. Additionally, visualization as well as interaction facilities are designed
following the recommendations from information visualization literature [19,25,26]. The literature provides a
set of guidelines any visualization should adhere to (see
also Zeckzer et al. [27, 28]):

Recently, Steiner et al. [23] and Zeckzer et al. [27,
28] presented three new approaches for the analysis of
chromatin data supported by interactive visualizations.
Moreover, Gerighausen et al. [9] applied a combination
of k-means clustering and principal component analysis
(PCA) to chromatin data. To our knowledge, these four
approaches are the only ones available for intermediate
level analysis of chromatin data and the fate of histone
modifications.

1. The methodology and the visualization should be independent of data specific properties the only assumption being that the number of dimensions is
fixed for all data points. This allows for a flexible
work flow and flexible visualizations that in principle can also handle data sets from other domains.

Previous work related to the visualization of multivariate data in general was reviewed by them, too, including purely visual methods as well as dimensionality
reduction and clustering approaches combined with the
visualizations of their outcome [10]. The latter methods were tested by us before (unpublished, see also
Section 5 for the clustering methods and the clustering result assessments considered) but without conclusive results. These and other unrelated techniques are
also described in the recent state-of-the-art report by
Liu et al. [16]. The comparison of different scatter plot
techniques and dimension reduction methods were extensively reviewed by Sedlmair et al. [22]. They propose the usage of 2D scatter plots for most cases except for artificial or grid data sets for which 3D scatter
plots outperform the alternative 2D scatter plot tech-

2. The approach should use real screen estate efficiently.
3. The approach should provide a good overview of the
data.
4. The approach should ease the identification of pattern in the data.
5. The visualizations should be fast to create and fast
to interact with.
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TIBI-CLUSTER—METHODOLOGY

Given tabular data consisting of data points (rows) and
attributes (columns), the amount of data values (cells)
is the product of the number of data points and the number of attributes. Frequently, the size of the data to
be analyzed is too large for manual inspection. Visualization and interaction associated with the visualization can mitigate this problem and support analyses of
small, medium, and large data. If the size of the data is
too large, however, the amount of pixels on the screen
is no longer sufficient to display all data points. To be
able to show a summary or all of the data, three principal methods are often applied, among others: using
tiled displays (i.e., 2, 3, or more displays), reducing
the number of attributes (dimensionality reduction), or
clustering the data points.
In the case of ChIP-Seq data preprocessed as described
in the biological background (Section 2), clustering [13] failed to provide any useful insights. Testing
the divisive clustering methods k-means++ [2, 17],
k-median [13], and even consensus clustering [7, 8]
in conjunction with clustering assessment strategies
and indices like Davies Bouldin Index [6], Hubert
Statistics [12], Dunn Index [3], and silhouettes [21]
(see also Jain and Dubes [13]) lead to a partitioning
of the data with limited expressiveness [9]. Applying
the visualization strategies TiBi-SPLOM [28] and
TiBi-3D [27] showed why: the characteristics of
the data makes the direct application of clustering
unsuitable. The data is very noisy. Even applying
hierarchical clustering methods would not be beneficial
in this context.
As a consequence of clustering methods not being suitable for the original data and the success of the idea of
tiled-binning of the data for visualizing the data, a combination of both was conceived. The resulting methodology applies tiling and binning to the original data before applying clustering methods. The benefit is that the
noise in the data is smoothed and that the inhomogeneity of the data is not a problem any more. Overall it
shows, that tiling and binning the original data as a first
step benefits both visualization and clustering methods.
The methodology for creating visualizations supporting
the analysis of histone modification fate during cell differentiation is based on the following pipeline:

Figure 2: Selecting the dimensions for binning and the
number of bins. The two list boxes show the available
(left) and the selected (right) dimensions, respectively
(middle left part). Clicking on one of the entries moves
it to the opposite side, i.e., selected dimensions are deselected and deselected ones are selected. Moreover,
the code dimension can be selected using the dropdown box and the number of bins for all selected dimensions can be chosen (middle right). Further, for
each of the selected dimensions, the number of bins
and whether the dimension should be scaled logarithmically can be selected individually (bottom). After selecting all items, binning can be started by pressing the
“Bin Data” button (top). After binning, the background
changes from red (changes pending) to green (changes
applied), the latter state being shown in this screen shot.
The user interface for setting up and performing each
step is described next (Sections 6.1–6.3). It is complemented by the visualization of the tiled binned clustering results (Section 6.4), interaction mechanisms allowing to change the setup of the visualization (Section 6.4), as well as tables showing detailed information
about the tiles, the segments of a tile, and the centroids
of the final cluster division (Section 6.5). Each step of
the workflow and the tables are represented as consecutively ordered tabs within the GUI.

6

TIBI-CLUSTER—USER INTERFACE

All panels provided by TiBi-Cluster that were used to
obtain the biological insights reported (Section 7) are
also shown and explained in the accompanying video.

1. Loading the data (Section 6.1).

6.1

2. Assigning the individual data points to tiles of bins
(Section 6.1).

Creating Tiled-Bins of the Data

First, the data is loaded using the menu-item “File –
Open”. Each data point is a segment. Let ns be the
number of segments and let si , i ∈ {1, . . . , ns } be a
segment. Each segment has assigned na attributes a j ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , na }, one of them being its segmentation
code c(si ) and one of them being its length. Altogether
there are ns · na values in the table. Subsequently, each
attribute is referred to as a dimension.

3. Filtering bins (Section 6.2).
4. Clustering the filtered bins (Section 6.3).
5. Mapping the resulting d-dimensional data to the
three dimension of a 3D tiled binned scatter plot
(Section 6.4).
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data to enable the analyst to remove bins that are not in
the focus of the current analysis early. Moreover, filtering before clustering removes “noise” from the data that
otherwise might influence the quality of the resulting
clustering. The step needs to be under the control of the
analyst as domain knowledge is necessary to select the
interesting bins and to remove the remaining ones. The
removed bins are marked as filtered. Thus, while they
are not included in the clustering process, they can still
be displayed in the visualization forming their own “filtered bins” cluster. Of course the analyst can choose to
keep all bins, perform the subsequent steps, and come
back to filtering after having a first idea of the data being analysed.
Figure 3: Filtering panel. Top-Left: histogram showing
a double-logarithmic plot of the number of elements per
bin (x-axis) versus the number of bins having that much
elements (y-axis). Top-Right: box plot showing the distribution of elements per bin. Bottom: interaction items
for changing the base of the logarithm of the number of
elements per bin (x-axis), as well as the lower and the
upper boundary of the filter range (number of elements
per bin). Pressing the “Filter Data” button applies the
filter to the data and the next step can be parameterized
and performed.

Selecting the bins to keep and those to remove is supported by two simple and effective visualizations (Figure 3, top). The first one (displayed on the left side) is a
histogram with double logarithmic scales showing the
size of the bins on the x-axis and the number of bins of
the respective size on the y-axis. To improve the understanding of the bin-size distribution, a box plot is shown
(on the right side). It gives the median, the lower and
upper quartiles as well as the whiskers that represent
the 1.5 IQR variability of the distribution of the number of segments per bin. At the bottom, the base of the
logarithm used for the number of bin elements (x-axis)
can be chosen. Moreover, the minimum and the maximum of segments per bin can be chosen. Bins with less
than the minimum and more than the maximum of segments per bin are removed. The same can be achieved
by graphically selecting an interval in the histogram.
However, the spinners allow to provide exact values for
the borders of the selected range.

Next, binning is performed. Figure 2 shows the ’Binning’ tab that enables the user selecting the dimensions
that should be analyzed. On the right hand side (middle), the dimension representing the segment codes can
be chosen. On the left hand side (middle), the dimensions to be analyzed can be selected. In the lower part,
the number of bins can be specified either uniformly for
all selected dimensions or individually for each selected
dimension separately. Additionally, logarithmic scaling
can be chosen for each dimension selected. Binning is
started by pressing the “Bin Data” button (top).
Binning itself divides the range of values of each dimension a j into the specified number of intervals. The
cross product of the intervals of all attributes gives the
set of all possible bins. Then, each segment si is assigned to the bin b it belongs to.
Further, each bin is divided into several tiles. Each tile
represents one of the nc possible segment codes. Thus,
each segment si is assigned to the tile tk , k ∈ {1, . . . nc }
of its bin b according to its code c(si ) =: k. In other
words, each bin contains nc tiles and thus can be written as an nc -dimensional vector ~b = (t1 , . . . ,tnc )T . Each
tk , k = 1, . . . , nc is the k-th tile of bin b and represents
the number of segments put into that tile.
The binning step can be repeated any time. Then, the
subsequent steps have to be repeated, too.

6.2

Filtering is performed by pressing the “Filter Data” button. The filtering range can be changed and applied any
time. Then, the clustering step has to be repeated, too.

6.3

Clustering the Filtered Bins

The most complex step in the methodology—
algorithmically as well as with respect to the computational resources needed—is the clustering of the
filtered bins. This is reflected by the interface in the
’Clustering’ tab for setting the clustering parameters
(Figure 4, description top-down). First the analyst
can decide whether to use a single clustering method
or to use consensus clustering based on the selected
single clustering method. Next, the analyst chooses
the parameters for the single clustering method.
Currently, k-means and k-median can be selected as
single clustering method. For both, the empty-cluster
strategy—the strategy to apply if an empty cluster is
produced during the process—determines the outcome
of the clustering. The available empty-cluster strategies
are to split the cluster with the largest variance or with
the largest number of data points. Alternatively, a new

Filtering the Bins

The second step after binning is filtering. Filtering is
performed in the ’Filtering’ tab before clustering the
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Table 1: The different distance measures avaiable for
clustering.
Name
Angular distance
Euclidean distance
Manhattan distance
LP-Norm
Mahalanobis distance
Bin size difference

d(b~1 , b~2 ) =


~ ~
cos−1 ~b1 ◦b~2
|b1 |·|b2 |
r

2
∑ni=0 b~1,i − b~2,i
∑ni=0 b~1,i − b~2,i
r
p
p
∑ni=0 b~1,i − b~2,i
r
T


b~1 − b~2 S−1 b~1 − b~2
∑ni=0 b~1,i − ∑ni=0 b~2,i

ters. The analyst can choose, what the maximum hamming distance for joining two clusters is. Finally, the
consensus clustering results can be filtered according
to two criteria. First of all, the maximum number of
clusters generated by the consensus clustering can be
specified. Moreover, selecting the minimum number of
elements per cluster allows to remove outliers that are
assigned to different clusters each time clustering is performed compared to the other members of the cluster.

Figure 4: Interface for selecting the clustering method
and its associated parameters. The clustering is started
by pressing the “Cluster Data” button. Green backgrounds represent unchanged parameters, while red
backgrounds represent parameters that changed. If the
current parameter setting was used for the current clustering, button and label background are green (as shown
here), and red otherwise.

After selecting the clustering strategy and setting all
parameters to the desired values, the analyst starts the
clustering of the filtered bins by pressing the “Cluster Data” button. Upon termination, the background
changes its color to green. Should any of the parameters
be changed after clustering, its respective background
color is set to red. At the same time, the background of
the button for starting the clustering and the background
of the message associated to the button are changed to
red, too. The clustering parameters can be changed and
applied any time.

centroid can also be determined by locating the farthest
data point from the centroid of the empty cluster and
then assigning it as a new centroid. As both clustering
methods are based on random selection of the first
point, the seed for the random number generator can be
selected, This allows to obtain different results while
all results can be reproduced.
Next, a distance function has to be selected. As defined
in Section 6.1 we use vectors that represent the tiled and
binned data for the clustering. The available functions
for computing the distance d between two such vectors
b~1 and b~2 are listed in Table 1. In addition, the value p
can be specified when using the “LP-Norm”.

The result of the clustering step is a set of clusters representing those bins whose tiles have a similar distribution with respect to the number of segments they contain. Thus, bins are not necessarily similar if they are
close to each other with respect to their attribute values. However, if they are, this implies that bins that are
close together share a similar distribution. The biological interpretation of clustering results and the biological
insights gained are presented in Section 7.

K-means as well as k-median clustering require the
number of clusters k to be specified before clustering.
Moreover, it is useful to provide a maximum number of
iterations.
If consensus clustering is selected, further parameters
can be chosen by the analyst. Consensus clustering is
based on the repeated clustering of a data set followed
by computing the final cluster assignment based on a
consensus function. The analyst can thus choose the
number of times clustering is performed as well as the
minimum and the maximum number of clusters created
during each of the individual clusterings. The consensus function is based on computing the Hamming distance between the assignments of data points to clus-

6.4

Mapping the Tiled Binned Clusters to
3D Tiled Binned Scatter Plots

The visualization is based on the tiled binned 3D scatter plots introduced by Zeckzer et al. [27]. However,
the mapping of information to visual elements is different. We redesignate the meaning of the spheres in the
original 3d scatter plot and assign each cluster to one
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drop-down boxes at the top of the interface. Moreover,
cutting planes and inverted cutting planes can be activated by the sliders and the checkboxes to the right of
the axes selection, respectively.

6.5

Tile Table, Segment Table, and Centroid Table

The ’Tile Table’ tab contains an entry for each tile
shown, i.e., for each sphere in the 3D scatter plot. Besides the cluster number, the number of segments of the
cluster having a specific modification or a specific code
are shown. The code was created by the segmentation
process, whereas the modifications were chosen by the
analyst while selecting the modifications used for binning (Section 6.1).
Selecting a sphere or selecting a row in the tile table
results in showing all segments of that tile in the ’Segment Table’ tab (linked views). Here, for each segment
its long ID, its short ID as well as modification coverage or other information from the additional data selected during segmentation are shown. Moreover, CG
densities computed during segmentation are displayed.
Finally, the length of each segment is provided.

Figure 5: Mapping panel. Top: The analyst can choose
which binning dimension is mapped onto x-, y-, and
z-axis, respectively. Cutting planes and inverted cutting
planes can be used to restrict the information shown and
such eases the analysis of the data focused upon. Either the number of data items or the number of bins per
cluster is mapped onto the transparency of each sphere.
Bottom: The analyst selects up to eight clusters for the
current investigation. Information about the selected
clusters is displayed and each selected cluster can be
disabled. Each cluster for each bin is represented by a
sphere. Each cluster number is mapped onto color and
position of the sphere.

Selecting a row in the tile table highlights the respective
sphere in the 3D scatter plot. Selecting a sphere in the
3D scatter plot leads to showing only the related tile
entries in the tile table. Thus, tile table and 3D scatter
plot are linked, too.
The ’Centroid Table’ tab provides information about
the centroids of each cluster. Hereby, each row represents one modification selected for binning, whereas
each column represents a cluster. The centroid of each
cluster is then given by the entries in the cells connecting the cluster to the respective modifications.

sphere in our adopted visualization. Thus, eight clusters can be analyzed in parallel as shown in Figure 6.
Those can be selected from the left list box in the lower
part of the ’Mapping’ tab (Figure 5) by clicking on an
entry. Those clusters selected for display are shown in
the right list box, which additionally can be used for
deselecting clusters by clicking on the respective entry.
Each cluster is assigned to a tile and thus will be represented by a sphere having the position corresponding to
that tile in each bin, as well as the color corresponding
to that tile. Cluster color, cluster number, and number of bins as well as number of data items per cluster are listed below those two list boxes. Moreover, a
check box allows selecting and deselecting each cluster for display. If the analyst wishes, the filtered bins
can be included into the display by marking the check
box above the lists. Each filtered bin is represented by
a gray sphere centered inside the area of its bin.

6.6

Visual Control Tab

It is possible to change the point of view to any angle.
For exploring the visualization with any degree of detail, it is possible to zoom in and out. Thus, it is possible
to navigate in any direction required to obtain the best
views on the data. Additionally, an auto-rotation of the
plot eases getting an overview of the data set facilitating
the choice of suitable viewpoints. Any perspective can
be saved and loaded, which supports comparing different data sets using the same perspective without effort.
Most importantly, snapshots of the visualization can be
saved to file.

The number of bins per cluster or the number of data
items per cluster can be mapped to the transparency of
the spheres. Additionally, a transparency cut-off value
can be selected showing only spheres having a higher
transparency than the cut-off value selected.

7

BIOLOGICAL INSIGHTS

We demonstrate the functionality and benefits of TiBiCluster using a data set with 2 cell types and 6 histone
modifications per cell type. It is compiled as described
in Steiner et al. [23] but extends the code calculation
to 6 dimensions yielding 26 = 64 codes ranging from

The dimensions that are mapped onto the x-, y-, and
z-axes are selected by the analyst using the respective
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(a) Dimensions: H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K36me3

Figure 6: Results obtained after binning (Figure 2), filtering (Figure 3), and clustering (Figure 4). The parameter settings for the visual mapping are shown in
Figure 5.
0 to 63. The reference cell type is the mesendodermal
cell line. Data from a mesenchymal stem cell line is
compared to it. Mesendodermal cells arise early in the
embryogenesis, i.e., the development of an embryo out
of a fertilized egg. They differentiate into mesodermal
and endodermal cells, and finally into various organs.
Mesenchymal stem cells differentiate out of successors
of the mesendodermal cells. However, several differentiation steps lie in-between them.
The mesenchymal stem cell data is clustered using
TiBi-Cluster. We choose the six modifications as the
six dimensions for further analysis (Figure 2). Each
dimension is binned with 20 bins. Most bins contain
only a few elements, while only a few contain many
(Figure 3). Bins with less than 5 segments are filtered
out to focus more on coordinated changes. The data is
clustered using consensus clustering (Figure 4). Ten
instances of k-means clustering with euclidean distance
and 8 clusters each is performed. Bins with Hamming
distance 0 between the 10 cluster assignments obtained
are summarized to one cluster. No clusters are filtered.
The clustering results in 17 clusters. The parameters of
the original mapping and selected clusters (Figure 5)
yield a visualization showing the first eight clusters
(Figure 6). Cluster 1 (red spheres) contains bins
distributed over the whole hyper cube, i.e., segments
with any epigenetic state in mesenchymal cells. All
these segments are unmodified in mesendodermal
cells and are located in bins containing only a few
modification. These segments are thus genomic regions
which become newly modified in mesenchymal cells
but carry an unusual epigenetic state. Only few other
clusters exist near the H3K4me1 – H3K4me3 plane
(bottom: blue, green, and yellow spheres) and near

(b) Dimensions: H3K27ac, H3K27me3, and H3K4me2

Figure 7: 3D tiled bin scatter plots for cluster 8 (red
spheres), cluster 14 (light green spheres), and cluster
17 (orange spheres).
the H3K4me1 – H3K4me3 – H3K4me2 corner (upper
right: desaturated spheres).
Changing the selection of clusters displayed, the
analyst finds clusters 8, 12, 13, 14, and 17 particularly
interesting.
Two clusters, cluster 8 and cluster 14 are genes marked
with all modifications in both cell types (see Figure 7).
In total, about 120,000 segments belong to the two clusters. Please note, that this state, i.e., all marks studied,
is theoretically possible but very unlikely. Mono-, di-,
and trimethylation of H3K4 may only be observed in a
single cell at the same position if distributed to the four
copies of H3K4 in the histone complexes attached to the
two alleles. Acetylation and trimethylation of H3K27
have an contrary effect, namely, formation of open and
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splice sites. Even though one would expect those
marks at different genomic loci and not in combination,
we observe a strong co-occurrence of both marks.
We conclude therefore that their function is more
diverse than known so far.
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CONCLUSION

We introduced TiBi-Cluster, a methodology that combines tiling and binning with clustering. The results
are then shown in tiled binned 3D scatter plots introduced before and adapted to the current methodology.
Altogether, the methodology and the tool supporting
the methodology allow analyzing the fate of chromatin
modifications during cell differentiation. Our method
proved to be vastly beneficial while analyzing and comparing six histone modifications in two cell lines. New,
unknown relations were uncovered using TiBi-Cluster.

Figure 8: 3D tiled bin scatter plot for cluster 4 (red
spheres), cluster 6 (light green spheres), cluster 12 (orange spheres), and cluster 13 (light blue spheres). Dimensions: H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K36me3

9

closed chromatin. They therefore do not occur at the
same histone complex but only at the two different histone complexes attached to the two alleles. More likely,
this is a mixed state in the population of cells. This indicates that the epigenetic state of these genomic regions
is either not important for the cells identity and function
or undergoes changes due to ongoing differentiation.
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Segments in cluster 17 (almost 15,000) are in a mixed,
undetermined state in mesendodermal cells, i.e., all or
almost all marks. However, in mesenchymal stem cells,
only three marks are present: H3K4me2, H3K27me3,
and H3K27ac (see Figure 7) Again, it is unlikely that
methylation and acetylation occur at the same histone
complex due to their antagonistic effects. The combination of H3K4me2 and H3K27ac was shown to mark
transcription factor binding sites and to recruit cell type
specific transcription factors to them [24]. Since the
third mark, H3K27me3, likely does not occur at the
same allele or cell, the observed combination may indicate either an epigenome-driven recruitment of transcription factors in some cells or repression of the same
loci in other cells. Alternatively, the recruitment is specific for one allele while the other allele is silenced by
H3K27me3. Since ChIP-seq does not allow single cell
measurements nor simultaneous measurement of combination of marks, we cannot distinguish between those
alternatives.
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